
The problem!
The Fukushima nuclear power plant is leaking into the 
ocean, directly from the power plant, but also down 
the mountains via the rivers. We have great 
independent radiation maps on land by Safecast (JP), 
good sediment transports (rivers) maps by the CNRS 
(FR), and good simulation of ocean currents by NOAA 
(USA). A very important missing piece of the puzzle is 
a comprehensive map of seabed radioactivity. If we 
want the fisheries to re-open and swim safely in these 
waters, this information is crucial for everyone.  

Our idea!
How to measure radioactivity on the seabed? 
Currently there are a few points being measured in 
strategic areas with Eckman bottom grab samplers. 
They are great machines but !
- mix surface sediment (more radioactive) and 

deeper sediment (less radioactive)!
- they let very thin particles sip out the jaws!
- they are quite expensive and bulky!
We’re developing a rolling surface sediment sampler. 
A very low cost machine that you can operate at the 
end of a fishing rod from any boat that only captures a 
few millimetres of sediment surface (most recent and 
most radioactive). The bigger picture is to gather data 
and produce a map similar to Safecast on land, but for 
the seabed, by everyone for everyone. 

How you can help!
We are looking for a boat to test our idea. !
Any boat. If you have a boat or know someone who 
can take us there, please let us know.We would love 
to sail along Japan east coast, for example from Iwaki 
to Sendai, in the legal waters of course. !
The samples we collect would be time, depths and 
geo coded (with GPS) and made available to anyone 
who want to analyse and share publicly the results. 
We are working with SAFECAST and the French 
CNRS, extending their work in riverbeds into the 
ocean using their methods and instruments.!!
Dates : 2014/10/02 -10 and 2014/10/12 - 17  
Money : we pay fuel, water, food so it is free for you.!
Data : Public Domain

Please contact :!
Cesar HARADA. French-Japanese Ocean roboticist, 
Former MIT Project leader, TED Senior Fellow. 
contact@cesarharada.com 
Philippe COUTURE. French documentary Film 
maker, architect & permaculture researcher. !
PhilCHKpermaculture@gmail.com

Mapping Seabed Radioactivity together!
Participative, low cost, open source radioactivity mapping of Tohoku coast
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